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The federal government issued a rare emergency declaration on Sunday after a cyberattack on a major U.S. pipeline choked the transportation of oil.
russian grammar
Cybersecurity researchers with Flashpoint, Digital Shadows' Photon Research Team and other firms have confirmed that XSS, a popular cybercriminal forum, has
outright banned ransomware sales,

colonial pipeline hack claimed by russian group darkside spurs emergency order from white house
The operator of a major U.S. pipeline hit by a cyberattack says it hopes to have service mostly restored by the end of the week
pipeline targeted by russian ransom group darkside vows to be online by end of week
THE Russia-based hacking group DarkSide claims they didn’t mean to cause chaos with the Colonial Pipeline attack and pledged to approach its targets differently in
the future. The group,

russian-language cybercriminal forum ‘xss’ bans darkside and other ransomware groups
Three Bruins in the UCLA Russian Flagship Program won prestigious Critical Language Scholarships to attend a fully-funded intensive overseas language and cultural
immersion program this summer. UCLA

inside darkside ransomware gang as russian hackers claim they didn’t mean to cause chaos with colonial pipeline attack
Alex Golesh often says, "Long story short " before telling a long story. Maybe that's because UT's offensive coordinator has such a unique story.

three ucla russian flagship students win critical language scholarships
For several years now, students from the University of Oslo have been studying the semester program "Russian as a Foreign Language" at the Linguistic Center of
PetrSU.11 Norwegian students finished

q&a: tennessee's alex golesh talks russian heritage – and, yes, he's seen 'the americans'
Ukraine Ombudpserson's representative for human rights in the security and defense system and procedural rights, Viacheslav Petliovany, sat down with UNIAN to tell
about the conditions in which

oslo university students take exams in russian as a foreign language
The 32-year-old shared a glimpse of her online session with her Russian language teacher Alёna Ragozina on her Instagram Story. +5 Learning the language: Rachael
Finch shared a glimpse of her Russian

ombudsperson's envoy viacheslav petliovany: in russian prisons, ukrainians are held in cages, put on their knees, fed psychotropic drugs
According to the 1989 Soviet Census, only 8,887 Jews were living in the JAO, some 4% of the total population. As of 2002, only 2,357 Jews were living there.

rachael finch shares a glimpse of her russian language class online
A St. Petersburg court has upheld the legality of the Russian Justice Ministry's decision to designate feminist performance artist and activist Darya Apakhonchich a
"foreign agent."

birobidzhan residents protest russian attempts to eliminate jewish autonomous region
Simulated Youth's latest release Ghost in the Machine EP offers dark dance instrumentals, cyberpunk-inspired lyrics, and vocals in English, Dutch, and Russian. The
production was a collaboration with

russian artist's lawsuit against 'foreign agent' label denied
The Latvian incumbent Tet has announced plans to launch a Russian language channel on May 21. On air for 24 hours daily, 5TV will offer popular reality and travel
shows, entertainment programmes, TV

simulated youth releases 3-track, 3-language "ghost in the machine" ep
Pittsburgh University’s Russian Film Symposium has launched an online programme ranging from crime thrillers to watercolour animations. Headlining the festival is
Ichi-ichi (2020), a hypnotic horror

tet eyes russian language channel
RFE/RL's bank accounts in Russia have been frozen following a visit by court bailiffs to the U.S. agency's Moscow bureau.

online festival of russian-language films is a spine-tingling treat for horror lovers
Motorists found gas pumps shrouded in plastic bags at tapped-out service stations across more than a dozen U.S. states Thursday while the operator of the nation’s

rfe/rl's russian bank accounts frozen following bailiffs' visit to moscow bureau
COLONIAL Pipeline were still using a vulnerable Microsoft program during a Russian hack attack. Hacking group DarkSide compromised the 5,500-mile pipeline with a
ransomware attack on

pipeline hack fuels gas crunch; us suspects russian origins
ERR's Russian-language TV channel, ETV+, has continued to show strong growth. The channel provides an important counter to big budget, Kremlin-controlled stations
which also actively broadcast in

colonial pipeline were still using vulnerable microsoft program during russian hack attack
Author Leigh Bardugo has spoken openly about the Russian origins of her Shadow and Bone series. Let's explore the real-life language and myths behind the

err russian-language channel often outstripping outside stations
A Russian language ransomware group has claimed responsibility for a D.C. police data breach, according to a report.

sankt’ya and merzost: the russian influences behind shadow and bone
The Hanson brothers were revealed as the Russian Dolls during the new episode of ‘The Masked Singer.’ Zac, Taylor, and Isaac spoke EXCLUSIVELY with HL about
their ‘biggest

russian language ransomware group claims responsibility for dc police hack: report
The dictionary has been compiled by Raheleh Ziai, the dean of the Russian Language Department of the Iran Language Institute. In a preface to the dictionary, Ziai
wrote, “Due to the increasing trade,

hanson brothers reveal their secret switch-ups as the russian dolls on ‘masked singer’
On any given day over 3 billion people speak with emojis — more than use any of the UN’s six official languages.

new russian-persian dictionary published
For the seven years that I had known him at that time, Dementiev would never let me speak in any language with him except Russian. And here he was, writing in
perfect Italian. A man of great

is it time to consider emojis a language?
Imagine for a moment that your job transferred you to the other side of the world. Maybe you knew it would eventually happen in your line of work and that the
prestige of your profession is higher

vladimir dementiev (1959-2021): a diplomat who helped mumbai rekindle its love for russian culture
Damascus, SANA – A Russian center for coordinating cooperating in Russian language teaching was opened at the International and Cultural Relations Department of
the University of Damascus.

culture shock: russian-born silver knights adjust to life on and off the ice
The City of West Hollywood's Russian-speaking community represents approximately 11 percent of the City's population. During the month of May each year the City
celebrates Russian Arts and Culture

center for russian language teaching coordination opened
Rammstein frontman Till Lindemann has released a new solo single. The song was originally composed by Nikita Bogoslovsky on piano, with lyrics by Evgenij
Dolmatovskij, and is titled “Любимый город”

city of west hollywood celebrates russian arts and culture month
Relatives wept and hugged as the nine people killed in a school shooting in the Russian city of Kazan were buried Wednesday, which was declared a day of mourning in
the predominantly

rammstein frontman posts russian language solo track
The value of Kremlin protection isn’t lost on the cybercriminals themselves. Earlier this year, a Russian-language dark-web forum lit up with criticism of a ransomware
purveyor known only as

funerals held for 9 victims of russian school attack
This semester, they also visited the Kate Furbish school weekly to scour the library's collection, identifying multicultural books and cataloguing them by language and
culture to make them easier to

how the kremlin provides a safe harbor for ransomware
using the Russian language spelling of his name. He was held on Friday, the security service said. Kiev said the diplomat had spent several hours in detention. The
Russian foreign ministry said

students expand a school library as professor builds a language and anti-bias program
"The Masked Singer" stayed steady in ratings on Wednesday, but it again wasn't enough to topple NBC and its "Chicago" shows.

russia, ukraine expel diplomats as tensions soar
Chapter 1 Potebnia and the Revival of Russian Thought about Language Chapter 1 Potebnia and the Revival of Russian Thought about Language (pp. 7-52) THE
MODERN PHASE OF RUSSIAN WRITING about language

‘masked singer’ says goodbye to russian dolls, hello to another 2nd-place ratings finish
Recent federal threat alerts shed light on active cybercriminal campaigns led by Avaddon ransomware and Russian-backed threat actors. The cyberattacks are
targeting healthcare and vaccine developers.
threat alert: russian-backed threat actors, avaddon ransomware
The operator of a major U.S. pipeline hit by a cyberattack said Monday it hopes to have service mostly restored by the end of the week.

the word made self: russian writings on language, 1860–1930
The Tri-State’s TRUSTED news source. Click here to stay informed and subscribe to Herald-Dispatch. Click #isupportlocal for more information on supporting our local
journalists. BOSTON — A

fbi links cyberattack on a major us fuel pipeline to russian criminal gang: ‘security can’t be an afterthought’

the kremlin provides a safe harbor for ransomware
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The independent news media has also come under increased pressure, with one of the most popular Russian-language news websites, Meduza, fighting for its survival
after being declared a “foreign

alabama district sees ‘overwhelming’ need for english language summer camp
The order announced Friday affects Meduza, a Latvia-based Russian-language news site covering Russian affairs. In 2019, its investigative reporter Ivan Golunov, who
focused on Moscow City Hall and

navalny’s network crumbling under kremlin pressure
The Russian sanctions list also includes Ilmar Tomusk, the head of Estonia's Language Inspectorate; Ivars Abolins, chairman of Latvia's National Electronic Media
Council; Maris Baltins

russia puts widely read news site on 'foreign agents' list
"It's the Russian side that have paralyzed the situation She underlined that "the language of ultimatums is unacceptable." "In response to Prague's hostile actions, we
demanded to reduce

russia blacklists 8 eu officials in retaliatory action
And on Friday, the Justice Ministry declared one of the most popular Russian-language news sites, Meduza, to be a “foreign agent.” The designation will make it more
difficult for the Latvia

63 russian diplomats to be expelled from czech republic as sides exchange public barbs
The Russian sanctions list also includes Ilmar Tomusk, the head of Estonia's Language Inspectorate; Ivars Abolins, chairman of Latvia's National Electronic Media
Council; Maris Baltins, director of

after testing the world’s limits, putin steps back from the brink
However, there’s something charming about small machines that deliver us paper strips of information – as demonstrated by this notification ticker from [DIYprojects]
(Russian language

russia blacklists 8 eu officials in retaliatory action
A former waste management consultant turned blogger, Beeley became a fixture on RT, the Russian government’s English language propaganda network, for her
willingness to add all manner of

build your own bluetooth notification ticker
This story received funding from the Solutions Journalism Network. Read other stories from The Alabama Education Lab here. To get alerts about future stories and
events, sign up for its newsletter
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